FISH analyses for alterations in chromosomes 1, 2, 3, and 11 define high-risk groups in neuroblastoma.
The prognostic chromosomal markers 1p loss and MYCN amplification (MNA) are only present in a subgroup of approximately 30% of neuroblastomas. To further characterize high and low risk subsets we investigated alterations in chromosome arms 3p and 11q, additional changes in 1p and MYCN as well as the somy-status of chromosome 1 in the same sample. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was used as an alternative technique to PCR/LOH- or comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) analyses. Alterations in chromosomes 3p and 11q were investigated in 182 unselected tumors, 1p loss and MNA in 174 and 179 of these, respectively. The somy-status of chromosome 1 was determined in 165 tumors as it highly correlates with the tumor ploidy. Alterations in the four chromosomal regions were found in the following frequencies: 3p26: 19%, 11q23: 29%, 1p36: 29%, MNA: 19%. Fifty-two percent of all cases displayed structural aberrations in at least one chromosomal region, 83% in stage 4 and 30% in stages 1-3, 4s. All aberrations were thus correlated with stage 4 disease but were also present in a substantial subset of localized and 4s tumors. Trisomy of chromosome 1 was found in 38% of the tumors, disomy or tetrasomy in 62%. Patients with alterations in any of the four chromosomes and di/tetrasomy 1 showed a significantly increased age at diagnosis. Loss in 1p and MNA were closely associated with each other, as well as 3p and 11q aberrations but not the groups 1p/MNA versus 3p/11q. Only a small portion of trisomic tumors showed aberrations in at least one of the four chromosomal regions (14%) in contrast to the majority of the di/tetrasomic cases (74%). As already known the MYCN status discriminated between good and poor outcome in localized and metastatic stage 4 tumors. In addition alterations in 1p or 11q, deletion in 3p and di/tetrasomy 1 were associated with an unfavorable prognosis in MYCN single copy tumors of stages 1-3, 4s. Multivariate analysis revealed 11q alterations and MNA as the most important chromosomal prognostic factors in all stages. FISH analyses for chromosomal alterations in 3p and 11q as well as in 1p and MYCN allows to define different groups with an increased risk for disease progression.